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BACKGROUND

• Treatment gap

 In-patient stroke alerts vary among patient-care settings, with an

abundance of stroke mimics. 1

 Low treatment rates with (IV) thrombolytics (tPA) or mechanical

•
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•
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thrombectomy (MT) are observed typically due to contraindications
related to acute illness. 2
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OBJECTIVE

Educational Seminars

 To evaluate inpatient stroke alerts and direct education to improve
accuracy and appropriate call frequency
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METHODS

 A Retrospective study was performed identifying all inpatient stroke
alerts from March 2017 to March 2018. Clinical, radiographic and
demographic patient data were collected.
 Data was analyzed to determine the clinical or radiographic trigger for
the stroke alert, prevalence of true stroke, stroke mimics, reperfusion
rates (IV tPA and/or MT) and barriers to treatment (Table 1)

 Out of 211 codes, 36% (n=76) of patients had an acute stroke.
 Common admission diagnosis: cardiovascular 40.7% (n=86), followed
by neurologic 14.2% (n=30) and sepsis 12.8% (n=27).
 Treatment rates: IV tPA [3.4% (n=3) among 87 tPA-eligible patients]
and EVT [2.4% (n=5) among 9 large vessel occlusion (LVO) IS.
 > 80% of tPA eligible patients were found to be stroke mimics,
however < 5% within this cohort, received reperfusion therapy.
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 The true treatment gap however has not been identified.

RESULTS

• Causes for gap

• Recognize predictors of true
stroke

• Reinforce predictors
of true stroke

• Discuss the changing
treatment windows for IS

• Discuss utility of
treating patients
with low NIHSS

• Obtain rapid Anti Xa level

 Common reasons for withholding treatment: NIHSS ≤4 (40%, n=62), suspected metabolic

encephalopathy (23%, n=47) and abnormal blood pressure or blood sugar (6.3%, n=13)
CONCLUSION

 ~ 1 in 3 inpatient stroke alerts were found to have a true stroke.
 Treatment Gap = tPA-eligible-but-untreated patients who had an IS = 18% (n=15/84) =

missed treatment opportunity of 1 in 6 patients

 Dedicated education for teams managing these patient populations is needed to improve

stroke alert accuracy and call appropriateness to balance resources and improve care.
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